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coNFERENcE oN ‘thE hIStoRy 
oF lAtINo/lAtINA SExuAlItIES’
the Center for the Study of race and Ethnicity at the University of California, San Die‑Die‑
go and the and the Journal of the History of Sexuality, invite paper proposals for a conference 
on the history of Latino/a and Latin American Sexualities. the best papers presented 
at the conference will be peer‑reviewed and edited as a special issue of the Journal 
of the History of Sexuality. the conference will be held in San Diego on the UCSD cam‑
pus on Friday and Saturday, January 12–13, 2007. All expenses will be covered for con‑
ference participants. 

we invite paper proposals for participation in the conference on any topic that 
deals with the history of sexualities in Latin America or among Latinos/as in the United 
States. topics may include, pre‑marital sexual control and seclusion, marital and sexual 
practices, incest, rape, same‑sex eroticism, adultery, indigenous sexual practices, state 
regulation and surveillance of sexualities, proscriptive literatures on sexualities, dis‑
courses on affection, desire, and love, sexual identities, asexuality, auto‑eroticism, to 
name just a few. 

For consideration as a conference participant please send electronically 1) a two‑page 
paper proposal and 2) a two‑page resume listing of your publications. Send proposals 
to ramón A. Gutiérrez and Mathew Kuefler at the following e‑mail addresses: 

rgutierrez@ucsd.edu, jhistsex@mail.sdsu.edu. 

Book puBlIcAtIoNS
America in the Middle East/ The Middle East in America

Conference proceedings are now available at cost. the papers represent a selection 
of those submitted by presenters at the first international conference sponsored by 
the prince Alwaleed Bin talal Bin Abdulaziz Center for American Studies & research 
(CASAr) at the American University of Beirut (AUB), held in Beirut, December 18–21, 
2005. For ordering information, please visit CASAr’s website: http://wwwlb.aub.edu.
lb/~webcasar/Conference/proceedingsvolume.html. 

Converging Disensus? Change, Public Culture 
and Corporate Culture in Canada and in the Americas

Edited by patrick Imbert. ottawa, University of ottawa research Chair: ‘Canada: Social 
and Cultural Challenges in a Knowledge Based Society’ publisher, 2006, 165 pp. texts by: 
patrick Imbert ‘Cultural Changes and Economic Liberalism in Canada and in the Ameri‑
cas’; Gilles paquet, ‘Corporate Culture and Governance: Canada in the Americas’; roque 
Callage neto, ‘America’s Differentiated Congregational Citizenship: the Development 
of Different Fields of Conscience as a Condition for Socio‑Economic transformations’. 
For a copy of the book, please contact: pimbert@uottawa.ca.

mailto:cjohnson@nd.edu
mailto:jhistsex@mail.sdsu.edu
http://wwwlb.aub.edu.lb/~webcasar/Conference/proceedingsvolume.html
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The Inordinate Eye: New World Baroque and Latin American Fiction

By Lois parkinson Zamora. University of Chicago press, 
2006; 420 pp, 108 illustrations. The Inordinate Eye traces 
the relations of Latin American painting, sculpture, ar‑
chitecture, and literature. Moving from pre‑Columbian 
codices and sculpture through new world Baroque art 
and architecture to neobaroque theory and contem‑
porary Latin American fiction, Lois parkinson Zamora ar‑
gues for an integrated understanding of visual and verbal 
forms. the new world Baroque combines indigenous, Af‑
rican, and European forms of expression, and in the early 
decades of the twentieth century, Latin American writ‑
ers began to recuperate its visual structures to construct 

an alternative account of modernity, using its hybrid forms for the purpose of creating 
a discourse of ‘counterconquest’—a postcolonial self‑definition aimed at disrupting 
entrenched power structures, perceptual categories, and literary forms. Zamora en‑
gages this process in order to elucidate works of fiction by Borges, Carpentier, Lezama 
Lima, Sarduy, Garro, García Márquez, and Galeano, among others, and also to estab‑
lish a critical perspective external to their work. Because visual media are ‘other’ to 
the verbal economy of modern fiction, they serve writers (and their readers) as oblique 
means by which to position their fiction culturally, politically, and aesthetically. 

O papel de parede amarelo e outros 
contos de Charlotte Per�ins �ilman:Charlotte Per�ins �ilman:: 
Tradução e crítica

org. Stelamaris Coser vitória, ES: Edufes, 
2006. tradutores e ensaístas: Diego ro‑
drigues, José ricardo Fazolo da Silva, 
Leila Harris, Lillian Depaula, Lucia de la 
rocque, Marcia rocha, roberto Ferreira 
Júnior, Stelamaris Coser

À venda: Livraria da UFES  
Centro de vivência 
— Campus Universitário 
Av. Fernando Ferrari 514 
— Goiabeiras vitória ES–29075–910 
tel: +27–3335–7685  
E‑mail: ediufes@yahoo.com.br
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